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Early Returned Printed Matter
by Jerry Johnson

This undated third-class item was mailed from Troy, N.Y. 
Such mail, from its beginning, could not be forwarded or re-
turned without payment or promise of payment of the return or 
forwarding postage.

The admonition (in the upper left corner of the cover) to the 
Postmaster in the city of delivery is the most explicit promise of 
such payment I have ever seen. To me this handstamped marking 
is definitely an auxiliary marking because of its content.
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Editorial
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Private Auxiliary Marks on Hollywood Fan Mail - the first AMC-produced monograph
by Regis Hoffman and Thomas J. Richards

Fan mail to Hollywood movie stars is known from �9�8 to the present day, from every corner of the globe. A 
fan letter is identified by the addressee being an actor or actress, usually in care of a movie studio in Hollywood 
or a nearby Southern California city.

This 60-page monograph discusses the myriad auxiliary markings associated with Hollywood fan mail:
• Marks used by Hollywood studios to indicate that the fan letter was sent to the incorrect studio.
• Forwarding marks used by the Hollywood studios.
• Marks used by Hollywood fan mail services and publicity agencies.
• 54 fan mail covers bearing auxiliary markings illustrated in full color.
• Over 70 auxiliary markings recorded and classified.

We are proud to announce the publication by the AMC of 
our first monograph: Private Auxiliary Marks on Hollywood Fan 
Mail by Regis Hoffman and Thomas J. Richards. The private 
auxiliary markings that are the star of this 60 page book were just 
as important in moving the fan mail on to its final destination as 
were the official markings of the U.S. Post Office Department. 
This monograph is beautifully illustrated in full color with 54 fan 
mail covers that carried 70 of these auxiliary markings. 

What I also enjoyed about this book is the manner in which 
it introduces us to the many movie studios, some long gone, that 
employed these actors and actresses and produced the markings. 
The author’s discussion goes beyond the markings to give us 
(to me) a fascinating historical setting for these studios and the 
famous people they employed. The sources of these covers is an 
impressive array of foreign countries, indicating that American 
film and its stars were known and appreciated worldwide.

We are making this first AMC publication available to our 
members at cost. The postage costs are marked enough for this 
heavier item that differential postage costs have to be included 
for foreign orders.

Payment may be made either to our treasurer, Gary G. Hendren 

/ 12737 Glenage Dr. / Maryland Hts., MO 63043 or online at our 
website via Paypal. 

This newsletter contains the usual potpouri of single auxiliary 
marking examples. Tom Breske continues to be one of the most 
faithful contributors to Auxiliary Markings. In this issue he has 
gathered data from more than �00 examples of special delivery 
(SD) markings from the mundane to the unusual. For each type 
of SD mark, he illustrates one or more examples, then lists all the 
cities for which he has this type of marking. His information, to-
gether with that of myself and Bob Markovits, that have appeared 
in the last year or so, make for a great start on a catalog of SD 
markings. As I have said before for Held for Postage markings, 
members please look in your holdings for SD covers for new 
auxiliary markings and send them on to me for publication and 
eventual catalog placement..

In fact this is exactly what Norm Spence, Tom Breske and I 
have done for Held for Postage markings. Because they have sent 
so many new markings on to me, I will be showing over �00 new 
markings from these sources in our January NL.- many which are 
quite unusual.

Pricing structure for our first monograph  -
all with spiral binding & clear plastic cover

AMC Domestic members - $15.00 (includes postage)
AMC Canadian members - $16.50 (includes postage)
AMC Non-Canadian foreign members - $21.50 (includes postage)

Non-AMC Domestic members - $21.00 (includes postage)
Non-AMC Canadian members - $22.50 (includes postage)
Non-AMC Non-Canadian foreign members - $27.50 (includes postage)
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Ladies’ and Gents’ General Delivery
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

Los Angeles, Calif. and some other cities separated General 
Delivery at the post office into Ladies’ and Gents’ pick up win-
dows. �9th Century Los Angeles had, perhaps, a higher percent-
age of rough-hewn males roaming the streets than it does now. 
So that ladies did not have to stand in line with tobacco-chewing 
men, whose language might also offend, the postmaster estab-
lished separate pick-up windows. February �6, �888 (Gents’), 
and May 12, 1888 (Ladies’), General Delivery letters are shown 
in this article. 

The first letter was mailed care of General Delivery Los 
Angeles, then forwarded to San Francisco. This letter was hand-
stamped ‘Gents’ General Delivery, / Feb 16. 1888, / H to O / Post 
Office, Los Angeles, Calif’. The H to O letters indicated that the 
men’s items were separated into three and possibly four groups. 
This particular letter was mailed to a Mr. Hamilton, this it was 
distributed into the H to O group. 

The second letter was a drop letter care of General Delivery, 
Los Angeles. It was addressed to Mrs. M.L. Matthews and thus 
was placed into ‘Ladies’ General Delivery / May 12, 1888 / ??Post 
Office / Los Angeles, California??’. It was not deliverable and 
was thus ‘RETURNED TO WRITER.’  Despite the fact that these 
two letters were received only three months apart, the format of 
each handstamp is somewhat different. The fact that there is no 
letter code in this second handstamp presumably indicates that 
there were fewer Ladies’ than Gents’ General Delivery letters to 
Los Angeles, and therefore, separation into sub-groups was un-
necessary for the women.

In my experience this type  of use is not commonly seen, prob-
ably even less so after the United States became more civilized, 
say after �900.

The two handstamps are shown actual-size.

The “Show and Tell” session at the APS StampShow in 
Richmond, VA attracted about �5 participants. Eleven presenters 
showed a variety of auxiliary markings until our time expired. 
Some unusual markings included ‘bottom of mailbox should be 
more than �8 inches from the road,’ ‘dog out—unable to deliver,’ 
‘First Day of Issue postponed indefinitely,’ and ‘deceased, please 
return to addressee for more information.’ The postal service pro-
claimed an ‘oily’ cover as damaged, a cover was rejected by Egypt, 
a large pointing hand on a cover included ‘returned to writer’ on 
the cuff, and a cover with five receiving marks on the front, which 
was missent to Canada, were among those shown at the session. 
Thanks go to Richard Beecher, Tom Breske, Joe Crosby, David 
Eeles, Ed Fisher, John Hotchner, Eliot Landau, Kurt Lenz, Al 
Parsons, Bob Rufe, and Robert Thompson for their presentations. 
Thanks also to all who attended this informative seminar.

Congratulations go to David Eeles, Membership Secretary, and 
to Matt Liebson, Board member, for receiving the APS Nicholas 
G. Carter Volunteer Recognition Awards. David received a Nation 

The President’s Message
by Ralph H. Nafziger

Promotion/Service Award for his tireless volunteer work, both 
in Columbus, OH philately, and at the APS StampShow, and for 
his support of the APRL.  Matt received the Outstanding Young 
Adult Philatelist Award for serving as editor of the Ohio Postal 
History Journal, for having published articles in Global Stamp 
News and in the Journal of the International Society of Worldwide 
Stamp Collectors. He serves as publicity chair for the Garfield 
Perry March Party, and is the APS representative for the eBay 
Users Stamp Club.

Volunteers are still needed to help Nancy Clark with the cata-
log. Please let her know if you can help. Our �0�5 annual meeting 
will be held during ROPEX. This show was the venue for our first 
annual meeting in �004.

I would like to see more frames of auxiliary markings at our 
next annual meeting during the Rocky Mountain Stamp Show in 
Denver, CO - May 13-15, 2011. Thus far, we have frames rep-
resenting about one-half of our goal. Won’t you be one of those 
who will help fill the remaining frames? 
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Auxiliary Marking Labels on Foreign Mail - Part V, Hungary
by Michael Mead and Tony Wawrukiewicz

This article, concerned with Hungary, represents the 5th coun-
try in a series about auxiliary marking labels found on mail to a 
limited number of countries. This series is especially concerned 
with labels that carry only one message in two languages, French 
(the universal UPU language) and the native language of the 
country using the labels. 

At least by �89�, these labels were used in Hungary. We have 
seen a fairly uniform use of these labels in Hungary through �97�. 
The variety of label messages is greater than for many other 
countries, but the labels themselves are not as commonly seen as 
for the other countries.

Except for one, ‘Terjedelmes/Encombrant - BULKY PAC-
QUET,’ all labels used in Hungary are not perforated. With a few 
exceptions, the font size and paper used is constant. However, the 

color of the lettering and borders is quite variable.. 
After this introduction, the various bilingual labels seen from 

�89� until �97� are illustrated. They are listed such that each group 
contains the same basic message including its variations, if any 
variations have been found in our examples. Some abbreviations 
used to describe these labels are grlr = green letters, redlr = red 
letters, dkgrlr = dark green letters, turqlr = turquoise letters, bkbr 
= black border, redbr = red border, grbr = green border, dkgrbr = 
dark green border, tu rqbr = turquoise border, per = period. NP = 
no period, NC = no comma, bpr = beige paper, lbpr = light beige 
paper, vlbpr = very light beige paper, and wp = white paper.

All labels shown are illustrated actual size.
First, though, in Table �, in alphabetical order, we list the vari-

ous two-language messages that have been found. 

	 Table	1:	Foreign	Auxiliary	Marking	Labels	-	Hungarian	Messages
Auxiliary	Marking	–	Hungarian/French/ENGLISH	
Czim or Cim elegtelen./Insuffisance d’adresse. - INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS
Elköltözött./Parti. - DEPARTED, LEFT NO ADDRESS 
Ismeretlen./Inconnu. – UNKNOWN 
Meglialt./Décédé. - DECEASED
Nem fogedta el./Refusé. - REFUSED
Nem kereste./Non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED 
Szabalyellenea./Non reglementaire. - NOT REGULATION
Szabaly-ellenes./Non admis. - UNMAILABLE
Terjedelmes/Encombrant - BULKY PACKET
Uton van./En voyage. - AWAY

Décédé. - DECEASED                      MISCELLANEOUS

  
  
    
           
    Encombrant (Bulky pacquet), 
  NP, perfed, �9��, redlr, redbr, lbpr

  

     
          Non reglementaire. (not regulation),
                   per, �9�6, dkgrlr, dkgrbr, bpr

 
                                         
                      Non admis., per,
       �95�, grlr, redbr, bpr             

      
           
       En voyage, per, �96�, grlr, redbr, bpr

    Décédé., 8.5 mm, per, 
 �90�, torqlr, torqbr, bpr

�90� mourning letter from Germany to Hungary. The ad-
dressee was deceased, ‘Meglialt./décédé.’ and the letter was 
returned to sender. One would think that the sender, mailing the 
mourning letter, knew who was deceased, and would have mailed 
it so it wouldn’t be returned. 
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Non réclamé. - UNCLAIMED

   

     

Non réclamé., 16.5 mm, per, 
�9��, grlr, grbr, lbpr

     
     
    

Non réclamé., 16.5 mm, per, 
�9��, turqlr, turqbr, vlbpr

Non réclamé., 16.5 mm, per, 
�9�7, grlr, grbr, vlbpr

Non réclamé., 16.5 mm, per, 
�960-6, grlr, redbr, bpr

Inconnu. - UNKNOWN

  

    
  Inconnu., �0 mm, per  
      �89�-�9��, grlr, grbr, lbpr

   
    
 Inconnu., 9 mm, NP, 
   �9��. bklr, bkbr, bpr

 
   Inconnu., 9 mm, per, 
 �9��-6. bkbr, bklr, lbpr

 
          Inconnu., 9.5 mm, per, 
         �9�4-4�. redlr, grbr, lbpr                    

                         

           
 Inconnu., 9.5 mm, per, 
      �95�-68. redlr, redbr, lbpr

        
 Inconnu., �0.5 mm, per, 
          �958. redlr, redbr, lbpr

 
   Inconnu., �0 mm, per, 
       �968-9. redlr, redbr, bpr

    Insuffisance d’adressee. -  
INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS

 
     Insuffisance., 14.5 mm, per, 
 �906-�5, grlr, grbr, lbpr

 
      Insuffisance., 15 mm, per, 
    �9��, bllr, blbr, bpr

    
         Insuffisance., 15 mm, per, 
  �9�5, olgrlr, olgrbr, lbpr
     

 
       Insuffisance., 16 mm, per, 
   �950, olgrlr, olgrbr, lbpr

 
      Insuffisance., 16 mm, per, 
  �950, grlr, redbr, lbpr

 
     Insuffisance, 15.5 mm, per, 
         �956, grlr, redbr, lbpr

     Parti. -  DEPARTED, 
    LEFT NO ADDRESS

Elköltözött, �� mm, per, 
�909, grlr, redbr, lbpr

Elköltözött, 12.8 mm, per, 
�9�5-49, grlr, grbr, lbpr

     Refusé. -  REFUSED

      
     

   
   Refusé, 7.5 mm, per, 
   �9�6, grlr, grbr, lbpr

     
 

  Refusé, 7.5 mm, per, 
  �949, grlr, redbr, lbpr
     

  
   Refusé, �0 mm, per,
   �9��, grlr, grpr, lbpr  

     

                
    Refusé, 8.5 mm, per, 
   �97�, redlr, redbr, lbpr
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A disproportionately large number of special delivery (SD) covers have survived over the years for two obvious reasons:  (1) they 
usually held special importance to the writer and /or the addressee, and (�) they have greater philatelic interest than most other mail.  
I venture to guess that 99% of those who collect auxiliary marks have 1 or more SD covers.  Some of us have hundreds!  To expand 
the SD tabulation presented by Markovits, I’ve listed additional SD markings in a similar fashion.  

Special Delivery Inventory
by Tom Breske

SPECIAL DELIVERY marks 
applied by sending Post Offices.

The most common SD mark applied by sender or sending Post 
Office alike was ‘Special Delivery,’ applied using thousands of 
varieties of manuscript hand stamps and labels, none of which 
are shown here. Ones such as the brief statement ‘SPECIAL 
were a cryptic form of the common ‘Special Delivery’ marking.

   
                    Philadelphia, PA �9�6TB

 Less common are marks that indicate the SD fee had been paid, 
and they appeared more frequently on mail franked with non-SD 
stamps. The first of two types of this marking is:

‘Special Delivery / 
       Fee Paid ____ Cents’

            
               Indianapolis, IN �950TB

The list below enumerates the other examples of this marking 
known. (Manuscript added values indicated by italics):

10 (Alexandria, MN)  �94�TB

25 (Boston, MA)  �9�6TB

�0 (Chicago, IL) �9�8-��TB

13 (Greenville, Maine) �948TB

�0 (Hartford, CT)  �9�9TB

�5 (Indianapolis, IN)  �950TB

�0 (Indianapolis, IN)  �9�9TB

�0 (Meridian, Miss.)  �94�TB

10 (Mount Morris, NY)  �940TB

15 (Pulaski, VA)  �9�6TB

�0 (St Louis, MO)  �9�9TB

10 (Saugerties, NY)  �940TB

�0 (Seattle, WA)  �9�8TB

�0 (Wildwood, NY) �940TB

The second type is:

      ‘Fee Paid ____ Cents’

                        
           Massillon, OH �9��TB

 The list below enumerates the other examples of this second 
marking known. (Manuscript added values indicated by ital-
ics): �0 (Massillon, OH) �9�9TB

 10 (Fitzsimons, CO) 1942TB

 10 (Philadelphia, PA) �9�9TB

 �0 (Portland, OR) �940TB

 �0 (Stamford, CT) �940TB

 �0 (Youngstown, OH) �94�TB

SPECIAL DELIVERY marks 
applied by receiving Post Offices

Special delivery related auxiliary markings placed at receiving 
post offices are one/two orders of magnitude more common than 
those applied at sending post offices. This is true because the SD 
service was a time-sensitive service that required an indication 
that it had been performed expeditiously.  

As SD mail was considered time sensitive, the Post Office 
started early on marking the day and/or time, sometimes with 
various “time clock” backstamps. The only clock types with an 
inside clock dial are those of Boston, MA. Two different Boston 
styles were shown on page 5  of the July �0�0 Auxiliary Markings 
article “Special Delivery, a More Complete Story of its Auxiliary 
Markings” by Markovits and Wawrukiewicz. The same article 
showed a number of early clocks whose dial is on the outside. 

The Hartford, CT clock marking that follows is another ex-
ample of the outside dial while the table that follows immediately  
after this marking lists a few more of this latter clock type, all with 
the outside dial measuring 31 mm. The presence of SD or Rec’d 
in the clock CDS is noted by Y (yes) or N (no).

           

  
																													Hartford,	CT	1918TB 

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 28             October 2010
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For an interval of time subsequent to the use of clocks as SD 
receiving marks, it was fairly common to find CDS handstamps 
used as receiving marks. A diameter of the majority of these 
CDS markings varied from 32-35. One example of this type of 
marking follows. 

												
											

																						
									
																									 	 	
																										Newton	Center	MA	1946TB	 	
	

The table that follows lists a large number of cities that used 
these markings. Whether the CDS carried Rec’d  or SD notation 
is noted by Y (yes) or N (no).

CDS -  (32-35 mm diameter)
City SD Rec’d Date

Albany, NYTB Y N �94�
Ashville, NCTB Y Y �944
Berkeley, CATB Y N �96�
Boston, MATB Y N �9�8
Brookline, MATB Y N �94�-48
Buffalo, NYTB Y Y �9�6
Cambridge, MATB Y N �956
Columbus, OHTB Y N �9�7
Detroit, MI G.P.O.TB Y N �958
Detroit Roosevelt Pk Annx, MITB Y N �96�
Elgin, ILTB Y N �9�9
Glen Falls, NYTB Y N �94�
Huntington, NYTB Y Y
Ithaca, NYTB Y N �9�7
Louisville, KYTB Y N �940
Long Beach, CATB Y Y �946
L A Pico Heights Sta., CATB Y N �949
Madison, WITB Y N �950
Miami, FLTB Y N �9�9
Milwaukee, WITB Y N �940-46
Montgomery, ALTB Y Y �94�
Nashville, TNTB Y N �9�6
New Orleans, LATB Y Y �955
Newton Center, MATB Y N �946

NY City Church St. Sta, NYTB Y Y �968-69
NYC Cathedral Sta., NYTB Y Y �97�-7�
NYC Radio City Sta., NYTB Y Y �977
Oberlin, OHTB Y N �9�4
Peoria, OHTB Y N �957
Phoenix, ARTB Y N �964-65
Philadelphia, PA �, �4TB Y Y �97�-8�
Portland, ORTB Y N �956
Pottstown, PATB Y N �949
Richmond, CATB Y N �948
San Francisco, CATB Y N �9�0-40
Seattle, WATB Y N �940-6�
Spokane, WATB Y N �945
Syracuse, NYTB Y N �9��
Toledo, OHTB Y N �9�8
Tulsa, OKTB Y N �94�
Utica, NYTB Y N �945
Washington, DCTB Y N �948-56
Wilmington, NCTB Y N �944

Less common at this time were a few other CDS markings 
that were smaller in size. The diameter of these CDS SD receiv-
ing markings varied from �5 to �9.7 mm. The table that follows 
lists a the few cities I have seen that used these smaller markings. 
Whether the CDS carried Rec’d  or SD notation is noted by Y 
(yes) or N (no).

                  CDS -  (25 - 29.7 mm diameter)
City Diameter SD Rec’d Date

Washington, DCTB �5 mm Y N �9�0-�4
Washington, DCTB �6.5 mm Y N �9�4-�6
Long Beach, CATB             �8.5 mm Y N �9��
Syracuse, NYTB �8.5 mm Y N �9�5-��
Los Angeles, CATB �9.7 mm Y N �9�6-7
Washington, DCTB �9.7 mm Y N �9�7-8

Two illustrations of this type of smaller CDS marking are 
shown next.

     
																														Washington,	DC	1928TB

              
																												Los	Angeles,	CA	1933TB

CLOCK – Outside Dial (31 mm diam.)
        City SD Rec’d Year

Berkeley, CATB N Y �9�5
Buffalo, NYTB Y Y �9��
Hartford, CTTB Y Y �9�8
Jamestown, NYTB  Y Y �9�5
Newark, NJTB Y Y �9�7
San Francisco, CATB Y Y �9�5
Toledo, OHTB Y Y
Toledo, OHTB  Y Y �9�5-6
Washington, DCTB               Y Y �9�9
Washington, DCTB N Y �904-�6
Washington, DCTB  N N �9�6

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 28             October 2010
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The clock receiving marks took a hiatus, then returned as noted 
below with these two examples.

              
																											Bronx,	New	York	1971TB

           

      
        Boca Raton, FL �987TB

The table that follows lists a large number of cities that used 
these clock markings. Whether the clock marking carried a Rec’d  
or SD notation is noted by Y (yes) or N (no).

                   CDS -  (32-35 mm diameter)
City SD Rec’d Date

Aiken, SCTB Y N �964
Baltimore, MD Incoming SectTB N Y �977
Boca Raton, FLTB              Y N �987
Bristol PATB Y N �969
Brockton, MATB Y N �969-70
Brockton, MA Off of PMTB N Y �968-69
Bronx, NY G.P.O.TB Y N �969-7�
Bronx, NYTB Y N �97�-7�
Bryn Mawr, PATB ? ? �96�
Camden, NJ S.C.F.TB N N �97�
Culpeper, VATB N N �94�
Farmingdale, NY ��7�5TB Y Y �978
Flagstaff, AZTB N N �946
Fort Worth, TXTB Y Y �966
Harrisburg, PATB Y Y �975
Hicksville, NY S.C.F.TB Y Y �978
Knoxville, Tenn.TB Y Y �9��
Long Beach, CATB Y Y �974
Newark, DETB Y Y �967-9�
Newark, N.J.TB Y Y �9��
New York, NY �000�TB Y Y �967
Phillipsburg, N.J.TB Y Y �97�
Plymouth, Mass.TB Y Y �986
Oakland, CATB Y Y �974
Oklahoma City, OKTB Y Y �97�
Topeka, KSTB Y Y �959
Virginia Beach, VATB Y Y �9�9
Washington, DC Delv SecTB N Y �969
Winston-Salem, NCTB Y Y �96�
Wurtsboro, NY  Post OffTB N Y �945

SPECIAL DELIVERY receiving marks 
applied by government agencies

The two special delivery auxiliary markings that follow are 
government agency markings applied in Washington, DC as receipt 
markings for the two agencies.

       
U.S. Patent Office Receiving Mark, 1924 Washington D.C.TB

        
     U.S. Civil Service Commission Receiving Mark, 
     1924 Washington D.C.TB 

DELIVERY ‘Fee Paid’ and
           Special Delivery ‘Fee Claimed’
Washington D.C. As the April 2010 article indicated, the “re-

quired” ‘Fee claimed at the office of the first address.’ marking or 
its type were eventually ubiquitous on SD items. A variant of this 
marking ‘Delivery fee paid at/by office of first address’ is seen 
occasionally on early examples. 

                                     

  
                Lincoln, NE �904TB

                   

  
               Lawrence, MA �904TB

Less commonly, this type of marking contains the city of col-
lection within it. There are a number of different format types for 
these markings containing the city name. The first is ‘Fee Claimed 
at...’ Some chronological examples follow, followed by a table of 
alphabetical listings known from my holdings.

         
             Toledo, OH �9�5TB

Auxiliary Markings - Issue 28             October 2010
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                         Toledo, OH �9�9TB   

                
       Washington, DC 1919TB	

        Worcester, MA �9�7TB

            
                         Evanston, IL �9�7TB

	

        Springfield, MA 1930TB

      ‘Fee Claimed at…’ 
City Date

Albany, NYTB �94�
Boise, IDTB �9��
Columbus, OHTB �9�8
Evanston, ILTB �9�7
Huntington, W.Va.TB ca�9�0
Montgomery, ALTB �94�
Nashville, TNTB �907
Oklahoma City, OKTB �9��-47
Orlando, FLTB �9�0
Pueblo, COTB �9�9
Saint Petersburg, FLTB �9�8
Spokane, WATB �944-45
Springfield, MATB �9�0-��
Winfield, KSTB �9��
Worcester, MATB �9�6-4�
Toledo, OHTB / Special delivery No.______ �9�5-�6
Toledo, OHTB / Special letter No. ________ �9�9
Washington, DCTB (circle) �9��-��
Washington, DCTB (double circ) (see AM#�9) �9�6

The second is ‘Fee Claimed at Office of First Address...’ This 
format contained additional information from an actual city name  
to just a number. One chronological example follows, followed by 
a table of alphabetical listings known from my holdings.

 
             New York PO Carrier Dept. 1907TB

‘Fee Claimed at Office of First Address…’
City Date

City	Hall	Sta.	N.Y.P.O.TB 1926
(N.Y.P.O.	Sta	8)TB 1919
(N.Y.P.O.	Sta	G.)TB 1910
(N.Y.P.O.	Sta	E.)TB 1912
(N.Y.P.O.	Carrier	Dept.)TB 1907
4-digit	No.	(Birmingham,	Ala)TB 1914

The third is ‘Fee Claimed by...’ One  example follows, followed 
by a table of alphabetical listings known from my holdings.

        
        Indianapolis, IN �9��TB

‘Fee Claimed by…’
City Date

Indianapolis,	IN	P.O.TB 1913
Nashville,	TNTB 1936
Schenectady,	NYTB 1939

The fourth is ‘Fee Claimed by Office of First Address...’ 
This format contained additional information from an actual 
city name (rare)  to just a number. Two chronological examples 
follow, followed by a table of alphabetical listings known from 
my holdings.

			 							

        Charleston, SC �9�9TB

 

     
          Raleigh, NC �9�8TB

‘Fee Claimed by Office of First Address…’
City Date

Philadelphia,	PATB 1905
No.3	(Charleston,	SCTB ) 1919
No.8	(Charleston,	SCTB ) 1920
No.		(Charleston,	SCTB ) 1924
2		(Raleigh,	NCTB ) 1928
5-digit	No.	(Atlanta,	GATB ) 1924-25
5-digit	No.	(Akron,	OHTB ) 1917
4-digit	No.	(Birmingham,	ALTB ) 1916-17
5-digit	No.	(Birmingham,	ALTB )	JUN	6	‘56 1956
4-digit	No.	(Cathedral	Sta.	NYTB ) 1933
5-digit	No.	(Chicago,	ILTB ) 1910
5-digit	No.	(Ft.	McPherson,	GATB ) 1926
4-digit	No.	(Fort	Worth,	TXTB ) 1917
6-digit	No.	(Minneapolis,	MNTB ) 1919
5-digit	No.	(Minneapolis,	MNTB ) 1926
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The fifth is ‘Fee Claimed...’ This format contained additional 
information from an actual city name to just a number. An example 
follows, followed by a table of alphabetical listings known from 
my holdings.

      
             Tulsa, OK �94�TB

         ‘Fee Claimed...’
City Date

Baltimore, MDTB �9��-��
Nashville, TNTB �907
Tulsa, OKTB �94�
OFFICE No. (Charleston, SCTB) �9�9

The sixth is ‘Fee Claimed at.’ This format contained additional 
information with a city name plus three lines of information as 
shown in the  example, followed by a table of alphabetical listings 
known from my holdings.

      
        Brookline, MA �9�0TB

‘Fee Paid at’ (City name plus three-line format)
City Date

Back	Bay	Postal	Annex	/	Boston,	MATB 1926-35
Boston,	MATB	G.P.O.	Brookline,	MATB 1925-48
G.P.O.	Brookline,	MATB 1922
Jamaica	Plain	Stat.	/	Boston,	MATB 1921
Medford	Branch	/	Boston,	MATB 1938
North	Weymouth	Branch	/	Boston,	MATB 1939
Somerville,	MATB Boston,	MATB 1936
Wellesley	Hills	Branch	/	Boston,	MATB 1929
West	Roxbury	Station,	MATB 1930

SPECIAL DELIVERY ‘Fee Not Claimed’
The �90� PL&R stated that if a forwarding order was given in 

advance of arrival of the matter, so no delivery attempt was neces-
sary, it shall be forwarded with the endorsement ‘Forwarded, fee 
not claimed,’ and SD should occur at the new post office. 

Another manner in which such a marking might be used is 
illustrated on the cover that follows. This �95� special delivery 
letter carried an ‘INSUFFICIENT ADDRESS’ and was ‘NOT IN 
DIRECTORY.’ Therefore, it was ‘RETURNED TO SENDER 
UNCLAIMED.’ and the special delivery service could not be 
performed and the ‘Fee not claimed.’    
        
                   

      
 The next set of seven markings are related to messages placed 

on a SD cover indicating in some manner the inability of the mes-
senger to deliver it. In some cases the marking indicated in some 
manner why the delivery attempt was unsuccessful. As important, 
some of the marking gave the time of attempted delivery.

     Newburgh, NY �904TB

     
                   Schenectady, NY �9�6TB

          
           Evanston, IL �9�7TB

  
      Washington, NJ �9�4TB

               New York City, NY �9�4TB

                      

          
          Chicago, IL Carrier Markings, �940TB

   

            El Paso, TX �946TB 
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An Early Airmail Handstamp for Continental Airmail Service
by Matthew Liebson

This December 1, 1925, airmail letter was mailed from San 
Francisco to Lucca, Italy. The 5¢ fourth bureau issue paid the 5¢ 
for up to one ounce surface rate from San Francisco to London, 
England while the 6¢ fourth bureau stamp paid the continental 
airmail rate from Londan to Italy of 6¢ for up to one ounce.

The handstamp that announced the airmail service desired 
is shown full-sized to the right. This attractive marking is prob-
ably a private one.

When at First You Don’t Succeed, Try Again
by Ralph H. Nafziger

A free frank cover signed by Rep. Harold C. Hagen, R-
Minnesota, is illustrated here. This was official correspondence 
mailed from Crookston, MN on August 24, 1946 to the USIS 
in Washington, DC. The auxiliary markings presumably refer 

to an internal mail route and a stop on that route. Perhaps a first 
attempt to deliver this cover was unsuccessful, so another attempt 
was made. Evidently, the second attempt was successful.
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In past newsletters I have suggested that there are well over 
�,000,000 different Return to Sender (RTS) markings that have 
been used in the U.S. since the inception of this process in 
�860.

Obviously, an exhibit or even a catalog cannot begin to illus-
trate even a tiny few of these markings. On the other hand, when 
I take an overview of this process, as I did in my book, “The For-
warding of Mail by the U.S. Post office Department, 1792-2001,” 
the demonstration of the Return to Sender process becomes less 
daunting and actually feasible. That is, what I hope to do in an 
exhibit of this process is to give it an historical context.

I have already documented the beginnings of this process in 
my one frame exhibit, “The Return to Sender Process, Its Begin-
nings, �859-�874.” What I plan to do in my multiframe exhibit 
is to continue a discussion of the process and its further develop-
ment in time. This development will include two aspects of the 
process. In the first place, I will continue to explore the rules and 
regulations that influenced the process over the years. 

On the other hand, what is also fascinating to me about the 
RTS process is the tremendous variety of ways in which it is 
represented as auxiliary markings. Obviously, the pointing hands 
to this day represent an important element in any discussion, but 
the technical developments that occurred over the years are an 
important aspect of the story. These include the use of machine 
cancels, multi-message handstamps, both simple and computer 
generated labels (four types of the latter), spray cancels, etc. That 
is, the full exposition of the types of markings will make up n 
important aspect of it.

In this article I demonstrate my three most recent finds. They 
are typical because they show both the variety of markings and 
one other aspect of my exhibit, that each example in the exhibit 
will be an extraordinary one.

The first letter was addressed to a person on board the SS 
George M. Pullman. Since the addressee was not on board, the 

letter was ‘RETURNED TO SENDER - NOT ABOARD.’ It is 
not clear whether this marking was a Post Office one or a private 
one that was kept on board the ship.

The second letter appears to be an ordinary business reply 
envelope. However, the addressee did not have the BRM privi-
lege, and the item was ‘RETURNED TO SENDER’ because ‘NO 
BUSINESS REPLY / DO NOT REUSE THIS ENVELOPE.’

The Return to Sender Process, an Exhibit in Progress
by Tony Wawrukiewicz

The last returned item is an envelope which carried an ‘ODD 
SHAPED / OR RIGID ITEMS NOT / MAILABLE IN LETTER 
/ ENVELOPES.’ The wrinkled nature of the envelope mkes this 
clear. Therefore, it was ‘RETURNED TO SENDER’ because it 
was unmailable.

As usual, these three letters are reduced in size, but the mark-
ings are shown full-size.


